A small parabolic trough collector as a solar water heater: an experimental study in Ouargla region, Algeria
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Abstract – This study aims to conduct an experimental thermal examination of a parabolic trough collector in Ouargla region at Algeria, which will be used as a solar water heater. The solar collector was manufactured and then experimentally tested, as its theoretical optical performance was estimated at 75.06%, while the values of its true thermal performance are 10.61, 10.68 and 8.85 % for 13 May, 14 May and 15 May. Although its thermal performance is somewhat low, the studied PTC is effective in heating the water, whereas, using a volumetric flow of 0.011 l/s, about 317 liters of water can be heated daily at 42°C, knowing that the daily average consumption of hot water in a typical house is 250 liters because the Ouargla region is strategically located that receives huge amounts of solar irradiance.
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I. Introduction

Currently, the world is experiencing an important shift in energy production from fossil fuels to the exploitation of renewable energies, and precisely the solar energy that is expanding its use through the use of various solar collectors (photoelectric [1] and thermal collectors “flat [2], linear [3-6] and point collectors [7, 8]”), whereas, the efficiency of these solar collectors can be improved by dispersing nanoparticles in the working fluid [9-11], this will allow to improve its thermophysical properties [12-14]. Moreover, solar collectors have several important uses, including electricity production [15], water desalination [16-18], drying [19], cooking [20], air conditioning [21-24], heating [25-27], and industrial processes [7, 28]. Therefore, the use of solar collectors of all kinds can be an ideal solution to provide the energy needs of regions with abundant solar energy [29, 30]. One of the most important uses of solar energy now is the heating of water, as solar heaters are a way to exploit the thermal energy generated from the sun’s rays in heating water for home, industrial and commercial purposes, and these systems achieve a higher economic feasibility than solar photovoltaic energy, where the household electricity bill can be saved especially if the solar heater is connected to a hot water tank. Since the solar heater heats the water and stores it during the day for use throughout the day (24 hours), unlike the traditional (electric or gas) heater, which can heat at any time of day and night, the size of the solar heater tank is much larger than the traditional water heater tank [31-32].

Through this paper, an experimental thermal examination of a solar water heater by adopting a parabolic trough collector (PTC) will be carried out in Ouargla region, Algeria, in order to provide hot water that can be used in many household uses, where in this study, the effect of the mass flow of water inside the receiver tube on the solar heater performance will be discussed.
II. Materials and Methods

The region of Ouargla (Algeria) with latitude 31 ° 58' N, longitude 5 ° 20' E, altitude 150 m is known for its agricultural and industrial activity. The need for domestic hot water is generally provided by conventional energy. In our study, we propose a solar, environmental and economical method to obtain hot water for domestic use.

II.1. PTC collector design

Water PTC was manufactured by the research group on energy conversion of the LENREZA laboratory at Ouargla University (Algeria).

II.2. Measuring instruments

For the determination of the instantaneous thermal behavior of the PTC, there are parameters must be measured. The various parameters measured and the measuring instruments used are:

Temperatures: three calibrated K-type thermocouples were installed for temperature measurement on different parts of the PTC system, where the thermocouple locations are shown in Figure 2. Solar irradiance: as shown in Figure 2, a solarimeter with an accuracy of (±5%) was used to measure solar irradiation during the experiments.

III. Results and Discussion

III.1. Experimental set up

As shown in Figure 3, the solar water heater is composed of a cold-water source, pump, small PTC solar collector and heated water tank, where the system is equipped with the following measuring devices: a solarimeter and three k-type thermocouples. Regarding thermocouples, they are placed as follow:

- \( T_{in} \): at the entrance to the PTC absorber tube to measure the cold-water temperature coming from the cold source;
- \( T_{out} \): at the outlet of the PTC absorber tube to measure the hot water temperature coming out of the PTC collector;
- \( T_{Abs} \): to measure the absorber tube temperature.
Several experiments were carried out in the open air behind the physics laboratories at Ouargla University for three days from 06/05/2019 until 09/05/2019. The PTC solar heater has been tested on the basis of three scenarios, and they are:

First scenario
The main axis of the PTC was directed from north to south in order to follow the solar movement from east to west with a manual tracking system, where the temperature of the water is measured when entering and leaving the PTC solar collector, as the water volumetric flow inside the receiver tube is constant and the effect of weather data for May 13, 2019 on the thermal behavior of the system.

Second scenario
In this scenario, which was completed on May 14, 2019, the PTC was set to the south at an angle of 30 degrees to the horizon, then the solar irradiance and temperatures were measured as was done in the first scenario, as the volumetric flow did not change.

Third scenario
The third scenario was completed on May 15, 2019. The settings for this scenario are the same as those for the second scenario, but the volumetric flow value is less, i.e., the PTC was set to the south at an angle of 30 degrees to the horizon, then the solar irradiance and temperatures were measured as was done in the first scenario, as the volumetric flow did not change.

III.2. Results analysis
The daily variation in solar irradiance measured using the solarimeter on the PTC plane during the test days is given in Figure 5, where it can be deduced from the change of the curves of Figure 4 that the average solar irradiance for days 13 May, 14 May and 15 May is as follows 680, 540 and 494 W/m², respectively.

Regarding the change of water inlet temperature “\(T_{in}\) (°C)”, it is shown in Figure 5, as the field of its change is between 28.2°C<T\(_{in}\)<29.5°C.

Regarding the change of water outlet temperature “\(T_{out}\) (°C)”, it is shown in Figure 6, where the average water outlet temperature for days 13 May, 14 May and 15 May is as follows 43.38, 40.03 and 41.56 °C respectively.
Concerning the change in PTC thermal efficiencies, it is illustrated in Figure 7, as its average values for days 13 May, 14 May and 15 May is as follows 10.61, 10.68 and 8.85 % respectively.
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Figure 7. Thermal performance evaluation of the PTC solar heater

Despite good values for solar irradiance recorded on experimental days, it is noticeable that the PTC thermal performance is somewhat low due to the lack of good selection of the PTC focal length (F=0.2m), knowing that the theoretical optical performance of the studied PTC according to its optical properties is 75.06%. According to the geometrical dimensions of the PTC used, the focal distance should be equal to 0.7411m. therefore, the focal distance of the studied PTC must be adjusted by changing it from 0.2m to 0.7411m, after which the solar water heater will significantly improve in all energetic aspects.

IV. Conclusion

This study made it possible to determine the water PTC performances, where the operating principle, as well as the parameters influencing the PTC performance have been identified and defined. Through experimental work conducted on the device, it was concluded:
- The theoretical optical performance of the studied PTC is 75.06 %;
- The amount of instantaneous solar irradiance has a direct effect on the thermal performance of the system, when the amount of radiation increases, the thermal performance values of the system increase directly with it (direct relationship);
- The inlet-outlet temperature gradient ($\Delta T_{\text{in-out}}$) becomes more and more important throughout the studied day until reaching 14.373, 11.29 and 12.86 °C for 13 May, 14 May and 15 May, respectively;
- The mean values of real thermal performance of the studied PTC are 10.61, 10.68 and 8.85 % for 13 May, 14 May and 15 May, respectively. These values of PTC thermal performance are rather low due to the failure of the absorber tube at the appropriate focal distance (F), which is estimated at 0.7411 according to the dimensions of the studied PTC;
- With a volumetric flow of ($Q_v = 0.011 \frac{L}{s}$), about 317 liters of water can be heated daily at 42°C, knowing that the daily average consumption of hot water in a typical house is 250 liters;
- With a volumetric flow of ($Q_v = 0.0071 \frac{L}{s}$), about 317 liters of water can be heated daily at 42°C, knowing that the daily average consumption of hot water in a typical house is 250 liters.

Moreover, it should be noted that the clear sky tests lasted only three days, which remains insufficient for establishing the characteristics of the PTC studied. Indeed, it would be interesting to conduct performance tests including changes in focal distance, climatic disturbances (ambient temperature, wind speed, climate change of the season) and changes in operating conditions such as withdrawal of water from tanks, etc.
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